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Socrates
๏ 470 - 399 BC˝

๏ No writings˝

๏ What we know about 
socrates we know from 
Plato˝

๏ refused to accept 
payment like the sophists˝

๏ no knowledge to offer, 
except the awareness of 
the need for more 
knowledge˝

๏ Vice is the result of 
ignorance; no person is 
willingly bad˝

๏ Every person has full 
knowledge of ultimate 
truth within the soul; 
one only needs to Be 
spurred to conscious 
reflection˝

๏ Philosopher’s Task:  to 
provoke people into 
thinking for themselves 
rather than teaching 
them something they 
didn’t already know  
(Socratic Method)˝

๏ stressed the need for 
analytical examination 
of the basis for one’s 
beliefs (presuppositions).



Socrates was executed for 
corrupting Athenian Youth˛

(forced to drink hemlock)
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Plato
๏ circa 428 - 348 BC˝

๏ Founded The academy (First 
university in the west)˝

๏ Dialogues or lectures˝

๏ The Republic˝

๏ Cave Allegory˝

๏ forms/ideas:˝

๏ real˝

๏ unchanging˝

๏ intelligible˝

๏ universal˝

๏ example: ˝

๏ mathematics˝

๏ god (sun in analogy)˝

๏ material Realm :˝

๏ shadows˝

๏ Sensory˝

๏ illusory˝

๏ can’t be trusted˝

๏ no one has seen a true circle 

yet we know what it should 

look like



Plato



Plato





Plato’s political Theories 

๏ object of government is the good of the people; not to be 
confused with what people want.˝

๏ Justice: condition in life where everyone is doing the 
work for which he/she is best fitted˝

๏ this was decided by the education system˝

๏ three classes:˝

๏ artisans˝

๏ soldiers˝

๏ rulers/philosopher-king˝

๏ Aristocracy:  government in which a small elite group 
of nobles rule



Plato

๏ ideal individual:  intellect 
controls the desires and 
passions˝

๏ Ideal society: wisest 
individuals rule the 
pleasure-seeking masses





Aristotle

๏ 384 - 322 bc˝

๏ studied at plato’s academy˝

๏ became tutor of 
alexander the Great˝

๏ founded a new school 
called the lyceum.˝

๏ rejected plato’s sharp 
distinction between forms 
and the material world˝

๏ “there is nothing in the 
intellect that was not 
first in the senses.”



Aristotle
๏ Physics (Natural philosophy)˝

๏ universe is spherical with earth at its center˝

๏ 4 elements:  earth, air, fire, & water˝

๏ 5th element:  ether or aether (heavens)˝

๏ moved in circular motion around the earth˝

๏ unchanging˝

๏ outside of the material world˝

๏ believed that linear motion takes place through 
a resisting medium

Aristotle is the 
teacher of those 

who know. 

-Dante



Aristotle

๏ metaphysics:  branch of philosophy concerned 
with being and discerning reality or truth.  ˝

๏ it includes:˝

๏ ontology:  concerned with being˝

๏ cosmology: concerned with the nature 
of the universe˝

๏ epistemology: deals with the nature and 
grounds of knowledge especially with 
reference to its limits and validity.



Aristotle

๏ rejected plato’s other-worldly concept of 
form˝

๏ yet he was not a materialist˝

๏ “what is a house?”˝

๏ “what is a dog?”˝

๏ A thing is what it is because of its form˝

๏ But what exactly does he mean by form?







Four Causes ˛
(for a thing to be what it is)˛

๏ material cause:  (What is it made of?)˝

๏ Efficient Cause:  (What actually does or makes it?)˝

๏ FOrmal Cause:  (What gives it the shape by which it is 
identified?)˝

๏ final cause:  (What is the ultimate reason for it all?)

Aristotle’s concept of form, though not materialist, 
is grounded in the material world.

Sculpture example



Ethics
๏ moral virtue is the mean between 

two extremes ˝

๏ (Golden Mean)˝

๏ moderation in all things

foolhardiness Courage Cowardice

profligacy Generosity Stinginess

vanity self-respect low self-esteem

shamelessness modesty shyness



Ethics
๏ intellectual virtue˝

๏ attainable only by mature 
adult males of the upper class.



logic

๏ syllogism:  a kind of logical 
argument in which one proposition 
is inferred from two others˝

๏ all boys like Call of Duty.˝

๏ Aaron is a boy.˝

๏ Tyler likes Call of Duty.





major works by 
aristotle

๏ Organon (collected works on logic)

๏ Physics

๏ Metaphysics

๏ Nicomachean Ethics

๏ Poetics





The ENd


